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F-DAY AUDIOBOOK OUT NOW!

Happy February! It's a hive of activity at FWC HQ and there's lots to tell you,
including details of our new job roles (yes, we're hiring!), free land listed on
Freeworlder, and the 9/11 article that triggered heated debate.

But we're kicking it all off with the announcement that the F-Day audiobook is
out now! Yes, you time-crunched fans of audio story delivery can finally hear the
tale of the world's transition beyond money read to you by author Colin Turner.
It's available now on Amazon, Audible and iTunes.

http://www.freeworldcharter.org/en/news/01022018
http://www.freeworldcharter.org/en/stats
https://www.audible.co.uk/pd/Crime-Thrillers/F-Day-The-Second-Dawn-of-Man-Audiobook/B079C2MW5J
https://www.amazon.com/F-Day-Second-Dawn-Man/dp/B079C3R7T2/ref=tmm_aud_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
https://www.audible.co.uk/pd/Crime-Thrillers/F-Day-The-Second-Dawn-of-Man-Audiobook/B079C2MW5J
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/audiobook/f-day-the-second-dawn-of-man-unabridged/id1342234927


See Audible listing ➝➝

WE ARE HIRING!

Keen to do your part to change the world? This is your
chance! We're looking for motivated, passionate
individuals to fill the roles of Regional PR Agent and
Regional Community Contact in your local area, and
Translators in various languages. These are non-
paying, voluntary roles, but we know the possibility of
making the world a better place is benefit enough for
many of you, judging by the emails we get asking how
you can help! Ideally we're looking to fill these roles to
cover every region in the world, so if this is just the
opportunity you've been waiting for, read the role
descriptions and apply.

Learn more ➝➝

FREEWORLDER: FREE LAND IN THE US!

There's some fantastic offers being made on
Freeworlder, including this one for 9 lifetime leases
for land in the Ozark Mountains, US for anyone
who's interested in transitioning away from money. The
idea is to develop a community based on the Ubuntu
model, with plans for food and alternative energy to be
freely available to all active contributors.

Not a Freeworlder member yet? Join here.

See Listing ➝➝

9/11 AND THE IMPLOSION OF COMMON SENSE

Thinking alternatively can be challenging at the best of
times, not least because of the many conspiracy
theories out there that verge on absurdity and threaten
to tar all alternative thinkers as nuts. It can be almost
enticing to succumb to the 'dot connectors' and their
passionate rants about how our governments are trying
to kill us in all manner of ways, but how do these
theories stand up to the objectivity test? Colin took a
stab at one of the most common, the 9/11 conspiracy
theory, in his recent article.

Read the article ➝➝

https://www.audible.co.uk/pd/Crime-Thrillers/F-Day-The-Second-Dawn-of-Man-Audiobook/B079C2MW5J
http://www.freeworldcharter.org/en/hiring
http://www.freeworldcharter.org/en/hiring
https://freeworlder.com/listing.cgi?a=showlisting&id=588
https://freeworlder.com/join?id=37002&auth=ekAgIKYGgEuOP9AwQXrF
https://freeworlder.com/listing.cgi?a=showlisting&id=588
http://www.colinrturner.com/2018/01/12/911-and-the-implosion-of-common-sense/
http://www.colinrturner.com/2018/01/12/911-and-the-implosion-of-common-sense/


BECOME A FREE WORLD PATRON

There's a lot of talk in the news right now about job
automation and how many people are finding their
roles being replaced, which begs the question, what
happens when it's no longer possible to work to earn a
living? Freeworlder is what happens: people working
together for the benefit of each other, via a site that's
designed to optimise resources, not profits.
Freeworlder is the answer and with your help, we can
develop it to its fullest potential and tell as many people
about it as possible. Please help us ensure a real
solution is there for us when we need it.

Donate now ➝➝
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